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The main object of this paper is to show that the Young-Fenchel transform 
of convex functions is continuous with respect to a convergence that was 
used in previous papers by the author to investigate the stability properties 
of the solutions of certain variational inequalities [8, 93. 
We shall consider a reflexive Banach space X and we shall denote 
by go(X) the family of all lower semi-continuous convex functions 
f : X ++ (-cc, + co], not identically + 00. 
The Young-Fenchel transform f * of f E U,(X) is defined on the adjoint 
space X* of X by 
f *&*I = s;P@*, 4 -f (41, x* E x*, 
where (x*, x) denotes the pairing between x and x*. When X = R” and f 
has a 1 - 1 differential Vf, then the Young-Fenchel transform reduces to 
the classical Legendre transform of the calculus of variations, that is 
f *(x*) = (cc*, (Vf )-’ x*> -f ((Vf )-’ cc*). 
The theory of this transform was initiated by Fenchel [2, 31 and extended 
by Bronsted [l], Moreau [6] and Rockafellar [lo]. We refer to a paper of 
Ioffe and Tikhomirov [Sj, where an outline of the theory and further refer- 
ences can be found. We only recall here that an important feature of the 
Young-Fenchel transform is its involutory character. In fact, f * belongs to 
U,(X*) and, in turn, the transform f ** off * coincides with f, provided we 
identify X** with X. The functions of a pairf, f * are also said to be conjugate 
one of each other. 
We shall consider ‘&,,(X) as a subset of the family %7(X) of all I.s.c. convex 
functions, f : X H [- co, + CL)] and give V?(X) a convergence structure by 
means of Definition 1.2 of Section 1. The continuity of the Young-Fenchel 
transform can then be stated as follows: 
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THEOREM 1. Let (f,J be a sequence in U,(X), f  E ‘e,,(X). Then f  -= lim f,, 
ff and only iff* : limf,*. 
The proof will be given in Section 2, after the preliminaries of Section 1. 
In the final Section 3, we shall prove under suitable assumptions, relying 
basically on Theorem 1, the continuity of the mappings K ct o(K), K +-F K”, 
K H p(K), where o(K) is the support function, K” the polar set and p(K) 
the gauge function of a convex set K, and of the mappings f++&,(f), 
f:+ r(f), whcrc L,(f) is a level set and x(f) the conic envelope of a convex 
function f. 
Theorem I and some of the theorems of Section 3 generalize similar results 
that where proved in finite-dimensional spaces by Wijsman [ 121. 
SECTION 1. NOTATIOS AND PRELIMINARY REXLTS 
Let Y be a normed space, R =: (-CO, +oo) and a = [---CC, -+E] with 
the convention that (+ co) + (-co) = (-co) +- (+ co) = ...- co. The 
product space 1’ x R is normcd b) 
;‘{s, a}!’ L- (Ii x Ii2 + i a 1°)1,“2. 
Let f be a function everywhere defined on Y with values in R, i.e., f E KY. 
The effectice domain off is the subset of Y, 
domf = {.x :f(r) < -+a, .v E E’); 
the ep&roph off is the subset of Y x R, 
epi f = {{x, a} :f(x) .5.: a, x E I’, a E I?}; 
f is proper if f > - co everywhere. 
The function f is convex if for all X, y  in Y 
.f(h.y + (I - h)y) < hf(.q -t (1 - h)f(y) for h E (0, 1); 
loam semicontinuous (I.s.c.) if for every a E R the lewel set 
L,f ={x:f(x) <U,XE I’) 
is closed in 1’. 
We shall denote by U(Y) the family of all kc. convex functionsf E iTy, by 
Vo( Y) the family of all f  E U(Y) w K are proper and not identically +CQ. h’ h 
A function f  E RY belongs to %‘(Y) ‘f I an d only if epi f  is a closed convex 
subset of Y >: R. A proper f E Rr belongs to Vo(Y) if and only if epi f is a 
non-empty closed convex subset of Y x R. Because of the convexity, these 
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assertions hold true if we replace the norm topology of Y with the weak 
topology. 
The family of all closed convex subset of Y will be denoted by .X(Y) and 
the family of all non-empty k’ E ,X(Y), by X;,(Y). 
The indicator function 6(K) = 6(K 1 .) of a non-empty subset K of Y is 
defined by 6(K j y) 7. 0 if y E K, 6(K 1 y) = 703 if y $ K. Clearly 
S(K) E U,( Y) if and only if K E X0(Y). 
For any r0 E (0, -{-coo] and T E (0, + xj), we shall denote by a:, the function 
defined on Y by 
G,(Y) = 0 if Ijyil d y, $,(y> = yo(l;y I, - I> if II y II > r. (1.0) 
Finally, if (K,J is any sequence of subsets of Y, we shall denote by 
s-b K,, the lim K, in the norm topology of Y, that is, the set of all x E Y, 
such that x: = strong lim X, , with x, E K,, for every n. We shall denote by 
U-lim K, the (sequential) fi K, in the weak topology of Y, that is, the set 
of all x E Y, such that x == weak lim .ti , with xj E K,, for everyj and (K,,) a 
subsequence of (K,). 
1.1. Convergence in X(Y), 
Let us give the following 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that a sequence (K,) of subsets of Y conwerges 
to a subset K of Y, and write K = lim K,, , if we have 
w-EiGKK,CKCs-hK, (1.1) 
Clearly if (1.1) holds, then the three sets involved actually coincide. 
If (K,) is a sequence in x’(Y) and K is a subset of Y, such that K = lim K, 
according to the definition above, then it is easy to show that K also belongs to 
X(Y). The map (K,) H lim KS satisfies in X(Y) the axioms defining an 
9’*-space in the sense. of Kuratowski, due to the fact that all sets in .X(Y) are 
weakly closed ([4; 8, Section 1.31). 
Let us notice that the limit K of a sequence (K,) in .X,(Y) need not be in 
%a( Y); on the other hand, if the limit K of a sequence (K,,) in .X(Y) belongs 
to Z,(Y), then K,, E -X,(Y) for all large n. 
Later on we shall refer to the following 
Remark 1.1. Let (K,) be a sequence in .X(Y), K a non-empty subset of Y. 
If for each x E K and every h > 0, there exists a sequence (x,,,) with xc,,, E K, 
for every n, such that lim sup 11 x - x,,, 1; < E as n--f + co, then 
KC Aim K,, . - 
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This follows immediately from the fact that the inclusion above is cquiv- 
alent to the condition that for each x E K, dist(K, K,,) --, 0 as n + !- rx;. 
1.2. Convergence in g(Y). 
Let us give the following 
DEFINTIOS 1.2. We say that a sequence (jn) in iiy converges to f,  
f&Y, and write f = limf,, , if for each x E I’, we have 
lim sup fn(xn) < f (.y) << lim inf fn,(y,) as tl,j-• -l-,x; (1.2) 
for some sequence (x,,) converging strongly to s and for any scquencc (v,) 
converging weakly to x and any subsequence ( fn,) of (f,,). In this case = holds 
everywhere in (1.2). 
It is easy to verify that K :- lim K,, according to Definition 1. I if and only 
if S(K) lim 6(K,) according to definition above. On the other hand, 
LEM~IA 1.1 ([8], Lemma 1.10). Let ( fn) be a sequence in RY, f E Ry. Then, 
f  lim f,, ; f  and only if epi f = lim epi f,l according to Dejinition I. I. 
Remark I .2. It is actually shown in Lemma 1.10 of [8] that the implication 
in (1.2) involving lim sup and that involving lim inf arc separately equivalent 
to the implications in (1 .I) involving s-l& and W-li;;;, respectively. 
I f  S is a subset of E’ x H such that S .: lim epif, , then it is cas): to show 
that there exists a functionfc HY, such that S = cpif. Xlorcover, wc kno\\ 
that f l Z(Y) if and only if epi f E X( Y x R). Therefore, by the propertics 
of lim in .,K( 1’ x R)), (f,#) H lim fn . 1s a convergence strricturc of y*-space 
in %(I’). 
I,et us notice that the limitf of a scquencc ( fn) in X0( 1’) may ~11 not belong 
to %‘“( Y). On the other hand, as a consequence of Lemma 1.2 below, assuming 
1’ to be reflexive, if (fJ is a sequence in %( I’) that converges to .f  E %,,( I-), 
then also f,, E ‘6’,,( Y) for all n large enough. 
LEMMA I .2. Z,et Y be reflexive, (f,J a sequence in V(lr), f  E %,( 1.). I f  
f  lim.f,, , then there exist cU > 0, c, > 0, and n,, ‘:.. 0 such that 
--. (‘1 - C” ;/ s 1 :z f,Jx) for mery x E 1’ and all 0 > n, . 
Pro+ It suffices to prove both (j) and (jj) below: 
(j) There exists c,,’ > 0 and n, > 0, such that f,,(x) ::: -- co’ ,! x j for all 
s with ” s II :I> I and all n > n,; 
(jj) Thcrc exists cl’ > 0, n2 > 0, such that f,,(x) 3 - cl’ for all s with 
!I s ‘- : I, and all n > n, . 
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If(j) does not hold, we can find a subsequence (fk’) of ( fn),fk’ :zA,~ , and 
a sequence (+) such that 
fk’(Xk> < --K I, Xk I!, iI%II > 1 for every k. 
Since f is proper and dom f + 0, there exists z, such that 
- 03 <f(.aJ < +co. By (1.2) there is a sequence (z,J converging strongly 
to a,, , such that lim supf,(z,) <f(z,). Therefore, we have 
II~nII GII%II + 1, f&J Gfko) + 1 for all n > n, > 0. 
Let us consider for each k the vector 
wk = (1 - Ii xk I?)Yk + I !  xk 11-l xk , 
where yk = a,,, . We have 
11 wk 11 < 11 zO 11 t 2, fk’(wk) <f@O) + 1 - K> for all K > k, 
for some K, > 0, where the convexity of fk’ has been used. The bound on 
11 wk 11 implies, by the reflexivity of X, that there exists a subsequence (wj’) of 
(wk), wj’ = wk, , converging weakly to a vector w. of X. The bound on 
fk’(wk) and condition (1.2) imply on the other hand, if fj” = f& , 
f  (w,) < limjinf f  j”(wuj’) = -co, 
hence a contradiction for f  is proper. 
The proof of (jj) is similar. Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall use the following lemma, that is an 
immediate consequence of Remark 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let (fn) be a sequence in ‘g(Y), f  ERY and, if dom f  # 0, 
suppose that there exists a real-valued function r(r) of Y > 0, with y(r) + 0 us 
T --f + 00, having the following property: For each x E dom f ,  there exists for 
every large Y > 0 u sequence (x,,J in Y, such that 
lim sup II x - xr.n II < y(r), lim vfn(x,A <f(x), us n-++co. 
Then, 
epi f  C s-b epi fn . 
Proof. By Remark 1.1, it suffices to prove that for each {y, a} E epi f  
and every c > 0, there exists a sequence ({yCen , a,.,}) in Y x R, with 
{Yo2 3 u~,~} E epi fn for every n, such that 
lim;up(ll y -Y~,~ Ii2 + I a - a,,, 12Y2 < E. 
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By the hypothesis of the lemma, there exists (y& such that 
lim sup I;y - yrSn ,: < E, 
n limjyw./n(yr.n) C f(r). 
Since f(y) .< a, the sequence {yc,, , u<,~}, with a,,,, = max{ f,,(y,,n), a>, has 
the property required. QED. 
1.3. Fenchel’s duality theorem 
The proof of Theorem 1 will rely on an extension of Fenchel’s duality 
theorem [3] to infinite dimensional spaces given by Kockafellar [IO]. For the 
reader’s convenience WC state below this result. Let us notice that if 
--g E W”(X), that is, g : Xrt [-co, +OO) is an upper semicontinous concave 
function, not - oo, then the conjugate g* of g is defined on the adjoint X* 
of s, by 
g*(x*) = i;f{(x*, x) -g(x)}, x” c dYF. 
Sotc that g*(x*) = - (-g)* (-x*) for every .r*. 
E‘ENCHEL'S DCALITY THEOREM. Let X be a reflexive Banach space, 
h E %‘&Y), - g E ‘G,(X): 
(a) If  one of the convex sets 
dom h :-= {X E X : h(x) < +a,>, dom g = {x E X : g(x) > -co) 
contains an interior point of the other, then 
i;f{h(x) -g(x)} = mXtx{g*(x*) - h*(x*)j; 
(b) If  one of the convex sets 
dom h* z {x* E X* :f*(x*) < 1 m}, 
dom g* = {x* E X* : g*(x*) > - 03}, 
contains an interior point of the other, then 
rnjn{h(s) -g(x)} = s;F{g*(x*) - h*(x*)}. 
As a direct application of the theorem above, we obtain the following 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A’ be a reflexive Banach space, f  E e,,(X), x0 E X, 
Y,, E (0, + CO] and Y E (0, -I- CO). Then 
,,,yy :! x - XII II +f(x)> = s~~{-~:,(~*) + (x*, x(J -f*(X*)}, (1.3) 
1 cl-0 
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where CC:, is the function defined by (I .O). Moreover, ;f Y,, < -I- zoo, then “inf” 
is a minimum; if I,, = + co, then “sup” is a maximum. 
Proof. Let us consider the function 
h(x) 2 r ,j x - x0 11 + 6(S(x,; YJ I x), x E x, 
where S(S(x,; I”)) is the indicator function of the ball 
S(xo; To) = {x E X : I( x - X0 ii < ro}. 
Clearly, h E %?a(X) and dom h = S(x,,; YJ. 
The conjugate h* of h is given by 
h*(x*) = c&(x*) + (x*, x,), x* E x*. 
[In fact, since h(x) = h,(x - x,,), where 
then 
h,(x) = Y II x I, + 6(S(O; YJ j x), x E x, 
h*(x*) = h,*(x*) + (x*, x,,), 
thus it suffices to show that h,* = ai,. Now it is easy to check that 
h,*(x*) = 0 if II x* I, < Y, while if 1 x* II > Y, then h,*(x*) < Y& x* I: - I). 
On the other hand, given x* E X*, there exists a vector z E X, with II z ii 1 1, 
such that (x*, a) = 1 x* II . Then, for any Y’ < Ye, if y = Y’X we have 
I’y 11 = Y’ < y. and 
(x*, y) - Y  !’ y I/ == Y’(l, x* 11 - Y). 
Therefore, h,,*(x*) = r,(ll x* ii - r) if 1: x* ,I > Y.] 
We can apply Fenchel’s duality theorem to the functions h and g = -f, 
whatever the value of r. . In fact, if Y,, < $-co, then dom h* = X*, while 
dom g* # o ; therefore part (b) of the theorem applies, hence we obtain 
(13) with a minimum at the left hand. If y. = + cc, then dom h = X, while 
dom g # ,B ; thus (13), with a maximum at the right hand, follows from part 
(a) of the duality theorem. Q.E.D. 
SECTION 2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
To prove Theorem 1, since g** = g for every g E WO(X), it suffices to 
prove that 
f ; limf, implies f * = limf,*. 
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In view of Lemma 1.1, set Remark 1.2, this is a consequence of Lemma 2. I 
and Lemma 2.2 below. 
LEMMA 2. I. Suppose that for each x E X, we have 
1im;up jn(xJ < j(x) (2.1) 
for some sequence (x,,) converging strongly to .Y in X. ‘/‘hen, for each x* E X*, we 
have 
j*(x*) 5: lirinf jn*,(xj*) (2.2) 
for any sequence (xi”) converging weakly to x* in S* and any subsequence 
(fn*) of (LX)* 
Proof. By the definition of j”, the inequality (2.2) is equivalent to 
(x’, x) -j(x) < lim,inf jn*,(xj*) for all x E X; 
I 
since (x* , x) -:- lim(xj*, x) for every x, this is in turn equivalent to 
limjsup{(xj”, x) - jn*,(Xj*) < f(X) for all x E X. 
\\:e can obviously assume that x E domj By applying Lemma 1.4 to each 
function jil , with Y,, = -t-cc and Y such that [j xj* /I -:I r for all j, we obtain 
iyfb I: y - x I! T jJy)> LL nyx{-aI;,(X*) 7 (s*, x) - jn*(x")> 
.z ; ~,f$"*, 4 - fn*(x*)l- 
Therefore, 
txj*, x, - j,*,(xj*) < y inf{r jl y - x 1; f jn,(y)} (2.3) 
for every j. 
Now, by the hypothesis of the lemma, there exists a sequence (x,J in X, 
such that 
Moreover, by (2.3), if we put yj -7 .m, WC have 
(.xj*, x, - fn*,CXj*> < y ,I Yj - x II + fn,(Yj), for every j. 
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Therefore, 
lim~up{(xj*, X) -fz,(xj*)} < limjsupj,@j) <f(x). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. If f = lim f,, , then 
epif*Cs-hepif,* 
in G&(X x I?). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, it suffices to prove that there exists a real-valued 
function r(y) of Y  > 0, with Y(Y) -+ 0 as Y  + + 03, such that: 
For every x0* E domf *, there exists for every large Y  > 0 a sequence (xz,J 
in X*, such that 
lim;up jl xz, - x0* Ij < Y(Y), Iim;upfZ(x?,,,) < f  *(x,,*) (2.4) 
Let us proceed by steps as follows. 
(a) For a jxed constant Y,, , chosen large enough as specified below, we have 
for each n and every Y  > 0 
,,~.$k-Q 1: x* - xo * :I +fn*(x*)l < s;PGo*, 4 - 4,w -fm (2.5) 
Since any function in Vo(X) has an affine minorant and as a consequence of 
Lemma 1.2, there exist co > 0, cr > 0, such that 
f(x) >, ---co II x I! --Cl for all x, 
fn(x) >, -co II x I! -cl for every n and all x. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Let us fix then a vector w. in dom f ,  and choose y. such that 
II x0* II + II wo II + I f  (wo)l + Co(l’ wo !I + 2) + Cl < 10 -=c + 03. (2.8) 
By applying now Lemma 1.4 to each f,, , with this choice of r. and arbitrary 
Y  > 0, we obtain (2.5). 
(b) For every n and every I, the right side of (2.5) is$nite, thus there exists 
a vector x,,, in X, such that 
s;P{@o*, -4 -fn(x) - 4,(x), s ((x0*, x1,“) -fn(xr.J - 4,(xr.n) + lb. 
(2.9) 
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By the definition of a:, , if 11 s /: 5; Y, then a:,(x) = 0; therefore, by (2.7) 
(x0>, x) -- jn(x) - Lx;“(x) < (’ x”* I: f  C”)Y -i- Cl * 
I f  II .X ,I > Y, then aFO(x) : ~~(‘1 x :I - Y), hence by (2.7) and (2.8) 
(x0*, .x) -j-,(x) - a;“(x) 1:: (Ii s”* ;, -1 c,, - YO)Y + Cl .L YY,, 
Therefore, 
s2,p{(.v”*, .f) --.fJx) -- &F”(X)} .-; (II P”* 1’ -.. c,,)t. -.I (1 < 1-m 
(c) For each Y .> I” , the sequence (sr,,,) is bounded in X, i.e., there exists a 
constant M, > 0, such that 
I xr,n ‘I -< M, for all n. (2.10) 
If  for some given r > y. such a constant 111, does not exist, we can find a 
sequence yj .= x,,,~ , such that 
!lyjll’ +co as j- -)-lx. 
Letj, be such that ;I yj /I > Y for allj >jO. Then, 
hence 
txO*, Yj> ---- fn,(Yj) - G,(yj) < -fn,(Yj) + (‘I Xg* ii -- Jg) I, yj /’ -i- Y#* (2-l 1) 
On the other hand, since f  : limf, , we can find a sequence (wn) in ‘Y, 
such that 
II wn - wo Ij --+ 0, lim;upfn(mn) :zf(w,) < +cC, 
where wa is the vector of dom f  that appears in (2.8). Since )I w. II < y. < I, 
there exists no such that for all n > no, I’ w, Ij >Z Y,, < Y; hence aFO(w,J = 0 
and 
(x0*, Wn) -fn(Wn) - 3ro(W,) > -Yo ,’ So* i’ -fn(Wn). 
It follows by (2.9), that 
--To :i x0* J! -fn(wUn) < (x0*, x,.,1 - fn(x7.n) - 4@,.,) ! 1 fl (2.12) 
for all n > no . 
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If we put a, =. wR, and recall that yj = x,,,~, we deduce from (2.12) and 
(2.11) that for all j > j, , for somej,, > 0, 
-yO il xO* :, -fnj(zj) < -fn,(Yj) + (I’ X0* I/ -. YO) 11 yj II + T O Y  -t l/?Zj , 
therefore 
fn,(Yj> -f72,Czi> G (‘I X0* iI -- Yo) llyj ii $ Yo(Y $ jl X0* ii) i- I/nj. (2.13) 
Now let jr > j. , be such that 0 < II yj Ii-l < 1 for allj > ji , and let us put 
vj = IIyj II-'yj + (I - l’y, Ii-‘) Zj * i>il. 
By the convexity off, we have 
fCvi) <fCzj> -t I!Yj 11-l (f(Yj) -fCzj))* 
Moreover, since /j zj - w. /I--+ 0 as j -+ $03, there exists js > jr such that 
for all j > jz , II a, I! < II ZL’~ j, + 1, hence // vj 1’ < 11 w. 1, + 2, which implies, 
by (2.6) 
Therefore 
f (vj) 2 -- CO(l “0 II $ 2) - c1 * 
- cO(!l wO II -t 2, - c1 Gf Czj) + II Yj 11-l (f(Yj) -f (zj)), j > jz . (2.14) 
From (2.14) and (2.13) we obtain 
-cO( IWO Ii + 2, - c1 G f @j) + (II xO* II - yO) 
+ YoUi xo* II + y> II Yj 11-l + II Yi Il-‘:‘nj 9 
hence 
-CO(II UO I. + 2) - Cl d limjWf (zj> + ;I X0* .I -. YO <f (W0) + I/ X0* II - Yo, 
that is, 
yo G II x0* II -kf(w0) + %(I’ “0 II 1- 2) + Cl , 
and this contradicts the initial choice of yo. 
Thus (c) has been proved. 
Sow we are in position to prove that 
(d) There exists for every Y  > r. a sequence (x:J in X* such that 
Ii X0* - XF,n il < Y. for every Y  and all n (2.15) 
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lim sup{r , x,,* - XT,,, I! .( jy(.$J -fX(soX)} -:: 0. (2.16) 
?I 
By (2.3, there exists in fact for each Y  Y> 0 a sequence (x;,,,) in XX such 
that (2.15) is satisfied and furthermore 
r , .h 
i 
.- .v:.n I, -1. jn*(x,*.J :< s;p{(X”*, .I) ~-f,,(s) - (Y:“(X)) 
for cvcry Y  and all n. Then by (2.9) since c$‘, is always non-negative, wc have 
for all Y  and II, 
We shall prove now that for every Y  > Y,, , (2.17) implies the inequality 
(2.16), by that completing the proof of (d). 
Let us assume that for some given Y  > Y,, , there exists a subsequence 
(yn*) of (s;,,,), y,,* .- x,X,,~, such that 
l$n{r i y,,* -- so* 1, $ fn*,(yh*)} :- ,f+ysoX). (2.18) 
By (2.10) and the reflexivity of X, we can also assume that the subsequence 
(yh*) is such that the corresponding subsequence (x,,‘) of (s,-,,S), x,,’ -= .~r,~* , 
converges weakly to some vector x0 of X. Hence by the hypothesis 
f  --; limf,, , the inequality 
is satisfied. 
lim,linffn,(.Y,,‘) 3 f(x,,), 
Now, by (2.17) we have for every h, 
hence 
lim,,sup{r ‘! ylL3 .r,r* !I !-f~~(y,,“)} .< (s,r*, .x0) -- lim,,inff,*(.r,‘) 
:< (la”* > so) -- ./(.T”). 
Therefore. 
lim;up{r ‘1 y,,* - .x* ,j i- fn*,(yh*) .< s;p{(x/, s) --j(X)} f*(.r”x), 
hence a contradiction with the assumption (2.18). 
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The final step concluding the proof of Lemma 2.2, is 
(e) The sequence (xzn) in (d), for which (2.15) and (2.16) hold, actually 
satisjes for each Y > y. , the inequalities (2.4), with the function y  given by 
r(y) L- (To II %J II + a)?, Y > 0, (2.19) 
the vector z, E dom f and the real number a being so chosen as to verifr 
f *(x0*) d (x0*, zo) -f (20) + =, a > 0. 
Note that such a vector .zo and the real number a do exist, for x0* E domf*, 
that is,f*(xo*) < f 00. 
Since the second inequality in (2.4) is an obvious consequence of (2.16), 
we only have to prove that 
lim;up II 4% - x0* II G y(r) for every r > r. . 
Let us assume that for some given Y > y. there exists a subsequence 
(ai*) of (xx,), xi* = x:,~, such that 
li$I; zi* - x0 * II > Y(Y) b 0. 
There exist then a positive real number /3, with /3 > y(y), and i. > 0, such 
that /? < ;I zi* - x0* ‘1 for all i > i. , and therefore, by (2.13, 
/3 < :/ xi* - x0* 11 < Y. for all i > i. . 
In view of (2.16) this implies 
lim;supf ,*J+*> < f *(x0*) - $4 
hence by our previous choice of a0 and a, 
limppfn*,(+*) < (x0*, zo) -f(zo> + = - 43. 
Thus, for any given c > 0, there exists i, > i. such that 
f n*,(zi*) < (X0*, 43) - f (zo) + a - 4 + l for all i > i, (2.20) 
On the other hand, since z, E dom f, there exists a sequence (.z,J in X, such 
that 
;I Z” - 20 II - 0, 1~yPfn@n) Gf(zo) < +a 
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If we put zi’ = zn, , then we have 
jl Xi’ - .qj 11 -+ 0, lim su~(f&~'> i -f(d) < 0 
(2.21) 
Now, by (2.20) 
cQ*, xi’) - f?&i’) < s~p{(zi*, x) - fn,(x)} = fff@i*) 
G (x0*, %> -f(h) + a - yp + E 
for all i > i, . Therefore, 
cQ* - x0*, 4 <f&i’) -f(Zo) - (zi*, Zi’ - ZJ + a - rp + E, 
hence 
--II zo II II zi* - xl?* II <f&d) - f(zo> + !I zi* II II 3’ - +I II + a - rp + 6. 
Since // zi* - x0* 11 < r. for all i > i,, then 
-To II x0 II G h&i’) -fh) + (ro + II x0* II) II %I - 3’ il f a - f$ + E, 
i > i, 
Thus, letting i + + co and taking (2.21) into account, we find 
- rn II zo I/ d a - rp + E. 
By the arbitrariness of E, this implies 
that is, 
hence a contradiction, because p > y(r). 
Thus Theorem 1 has been proved. 
SECTION 3. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
Throughout this section X will be, as in Theorem 1, a reflexive Banach 
space, X* the adjoint of X. 
3.1. Convergence of support functions 
The support function a(K) = o(K 1 .) of a non-empty subset K of X is 
defined as a function on X* by 
a(K j x*> = sup{(x*, x) : x E K}, x* E x*. 
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It is easy to check that the indicator function S(K) of K E *a(X), as defined 
in Section 1, and o(K) are mutually conjugate, 
o(K) = 6(K)*, (3.1) 
in particular, o(K) E %JX*). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we obtain the following 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (K,) be a sequence in X,(X), K E ,X,(X). Then, 
K =-. lim K, if and only ;f  o(K) = lim o(K,J in gO(X*). 
Proof. As we have already remarked in Section 1, we have K = lim K,, 
if and only if 6(K) .- lim 6(K,). By (3.1), it follows from Theorem 1 that 
K - lim K,, if and only if o(K) = lim u(KJ. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Convergence of he1 sets 
For further application of Theorem 1, we need the following result on the 
convergence of level sets. 
I,EMMA 3.1. Let (f,J be a sequence in ‘g(X), f  E g(X). I f  f  = lim fr , then 
L, f  = lim L,, f,, for every real number a > inff. Conversely, ;fLU f  7: lim L, fn 
for every a E R, then f  = lim f,, . 
Proof. I,et us prove first that f  = lim fn and a > inf f ,  imply 
L,f = limL,f,. 
I f  x0 = weak lim sg , with fk’(xk) < a and (fh.‘) a subsequence of (f,J, 
then f  (x,,) < lim inffk’(slc) < a. This shows that w-limL,f, cLaf. TO 
prove that L, f  (7 s-b L, fn , it suffices to prove, by Remark 1.1, that for each 
r0 EI,,,~ and every E > 0, we can find a sequence (.x~.~), with x,,, c L,fn 
for every II, such that 
(3.2) 
If  f  (x,,) < a, this is a trivial consequence of the hypothesis f  7 lim fn , by 
which thcrc exists a sequence (x,~) in X, such that !/ x,~ - x0 /, + 0 and 
lim sup fn(xn) ::; f  (x0) < a. If  f  (x0) = a, since a > inf.f, there exists y  such 
that f(y) <f (x0), hence for every 7) > 0 the vector y,, = (1 - 7) x0 f  vy  
satisfies 
IIY,, - x0 :I = 17 :IY - %!I Y f  (Yn) < a* 
By what we have already proved, there exists then a sequence (y,,,,J, such 
that I: Y,,.~ - yn ! -+O as n-t +cr, and y,,,, cLafn for every n. Thus, if for 
every E > 0 we choose 7 = c/!/ y  - x0 II and we put x,,, := Y,,~, then 
x,,, E L,fn for every n and (3.2) is satisfied. 
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Now let us prove that&f- limL,f, for every number a, impliesf .- limf, . 
Let f(x) =- a < +cc, hence x EL, f.  Since L, f  C s-b Lllfrl, there exists 
s, E L,f,, for every n, such that !I x,, s / --+ 0 as II b ! cc. Aloreover, 
lim sup fn(xn) c< cz -- f(x) as fl --f i x3. 
To conclude that f  7 lim fn , it suffices to prove, by Remark I .2 following 
Ixmma 1. I, that w-fi epif, C: epi f. Let {xk , zk) E epi fk’, s weak lim .vk , 
(Y z-1 lim al; , with (fk’) a subsequence of (f,,). For every t ;:. 0, we have 
fk’(xn) :I xk I:.- a -1. c for all k large enough. Since, by our hypothesis, 
w-limL,7,(f,,) CL,,,(f), then we have f(x) :.-I .Y c hence, by the arbi- 
trariness of E, {s, ~1; E epi f. Q.E.1). 
Remark 3. I. I f  a :;, inff, we cannot say in general thatf .-- lim.f, implies 
L f IimL, f,, . In fact, let X = H, f (0) = 0 and f (.x) -- -: <cc if s ;’ 0, 
and, for each n, f,,(O) = l.‘n and fn(.x) -co if s -j- 0. Then, L,,f (Oj, 
while L,,f,, --- ;q for all n. 
On the other hand, if we only know that L, f : lim L, f,, for every a .:. inff, 
then we cannot conclude that f .-: lim f,, . This is shown by taking f as above 
and defining fil equal to -. 1 k I/n at 0 and := -! cc elsewhere. Then, 
L, f L,, f,, {Oj for each a > 0 and every n, while f,, converges to the 
function which assumes the value - 1 at 0 and is = : z, elsenhcrc. 
3.3. Comergenre of polar sets and gauge functimzs 
The polar set K” of a non-empty subset K of A’ is given by 
K” = (s” E .y* : (A.* , x) ::: I for all x E K) :- Z,,(o(K)). 
I f  0 E K, the ,pu,oe function p(K) == p(K / .) of K is defined by 
p(K / s) :-- inffh E (0, L “c) : s E Ah’!, .x E .I-. 
It is easy to verify that p(KO) : max{a(K), 0). Thercforc, if 0 E h’ 
p(K”) .-- a(K) - S(K)’ 
On the other hand, it is not difficult to prove that 
/J(K)* q KU), 
see [5], hence 6(K) = 6(K)** p(KO)” 6(KwJ), thcreforc 
KM :- K, if 0 E K. (3.3) 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (K,) be a sequence in ,X,(X), K E J&(X). Zf 
K = lim K,, , then K” - lim K,O. The converse is true provided 0 E K,.for all n, 
0 E K. 
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Proof. Let K = lim K,, . By Theorem 3.1, o(K) =-; lim a(K,J. Since 
inf o(K) < 1, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that L,(u(K)) = limL,(o(K,J), 
which is to say, K” = lim K,O. 
Conversely, if K” 7: lim K,“, then by what we have already proved, 
KW --: lim Kr. Since 0 E K,, for every n, and 0 E K, then K” = K, KE” = K,, 
for all n. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.2. It can happen in general that K” r lim Kno, while K, 
fails to converge to K. This is the case in the following example: 
K={x~R:xa I}, Kn -={ x E R : .v 3 0} for every integer rz. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 0 EKE&(X), 0 E K, E ,X(X) for e+zzry n. Then 
K = lim K,, ;f and only ;f p,(K) = lim p(K,). 
Proof. We have p,(K) = o(KO), p(K,) = u(Kno) for every n. By Theorem 
3.2, K = lim K, is equivalent to K” = lim K,,O, which in turn, by Theorem 
3.1, is equivalent to o(K”) = lim u(K,,O). Q.E.D. 
3.4. Convergence of the conic envelope of a function 
The conic envelope of a function f  E U,(X) is defined as the greatest of all 
I.s.c. functions h <f, which are positively homogeneous of degree 1. We 
shall denote this function by nf. Clearly, xf E go(X). 
Let us remark, incidentally, that if 0 <f (0) < + 03, then the greatest of 
all function h .< f ,  which are positively homogeneous of degree I, is 1s.~. 
and coincides with rrf, see [7, 111. 
It can be shown that for any f  E go(X), 
7rf :-: (7rf)** = u(L,(f *)) (3.4) 
(see Ref. quoted above). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let ( fn) be u sequence in go(X) nndf E qo(X), with 0 <f (0). 
Then, f  = limf, implies rrf = lim xf, . 
Proof. By Theorem 1, f  * -= limf,*. Since 
inff * :-z -f(O) < 0, 
we have, by Lemma 3.1, L,(f *) = lim L,( fn*). Therefore, by (3.4), the 
theorem follows from Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
A similar result on the convergence of the projecting cone of a set K, see 
[ 1 I], can be deduced as a special case of the theorem above, when f  and fn 
are the indicator functions of cIosed convex sets. 
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Added in proof. Certain families of dual topologies on the set of convex functions, 
that are compatible with the bijection f~f *, have been recently investigated by 
J. L. Joly in the general framework of dual pairs of vector spaces.+ 
In particular, if X is a reflexive Banach space a “self dual” topology can be introduced 
in U,(X), involving both the strong and weak topologies of X, which reduces on 
converging sequences (f,,) to the convergence studied in the present paper. 
Thus, Joly’s results extend, and somewhat also clarify, the content of Theorem I 
ahOW. 
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